of float to the user of a payment instrument-that is, the interest that can be earned while a payment order is in the process of clearing but has not yet been settled-is proportional to the prevailing interest rate as follows:
User Float Benefit = (Payment Amount) × (Days Spent in Clearing) × (Daily Interest Rate on Investable Funds) Price stability would almost certainly result in relatively low nominal short-term interest rates because nominal interest rates and inflation have historically moved up and down together (see Figure 1 ). Thus float benefits would be relatively small with stable prices.
Why does float reduce the efficiency of the payments system? A policymaker might be tempted to ignore float because it causes a pure transfer to occur. That is, the interest earnings gained by one party correspond to losses of interest income by the payment counterparty (or counterparties). The parties to any transaction involving float could in principle negotiate a contract that compensates the loser(s) so that no intervention would be necessary.
The actual net result of float is far from benign, however, because it encourages the use of float-intensive payment instruments instead of other instruments that generate less float. Negotiation to allocate the costs and benefits of various payment methods and instruments is difficult because there are typically more than two parties to every transaction, involving not just the parties making and receiving payment, but also the primary payment provider and potentially several other intermediaries in the payment-clearance and payment-settlement chains. Although payment providers and other intermediaries (primarily banks) or receivers (such as merchants) could levy fees or penalties to discourage the use of particular payment instruments, this practice is not widespread. Instead, originators of payments in 
Price Stability and the Efficiency of the Retail Payments System
William R. Emmons T wo of the Federal Reserve' s most important policy mandates are to foster price stability and to oversee the integrity and efficiency of the payments system. Effective price stability is usually defined as annual rates of inflation or deflation close to zero. The integrity and efficiency of the payments system, on the other hand, are related to the reliability and cost effectiveness of the institutions and practices that individuals, businesses, and government entities use to transfer funds to one another. Although these policy goals are seldom discussed together, this article illustrates how price stability could enhance the efficiency of the payments system. The argument is reminiscent of and extends Friedman' s (1969) analysis of the optimum quantity of money.
To simplify the discussion, I focus only on the efficiency-enhancing effects of price stability on the retail payments system, which consists of all those transfers of funds that involve individuals, nonbank firms, and government entities.
1 It is quite likely that the integrity (that is, reliability) of the payments system would be increased as a result of the greater financial stability that would accompany stable prices, but I do not consider that issue here.
The key link between price stability and the efficiency of the retail payments system is the level of nominal short-term interest rates. This is because the benefit the United States generally retain some control over the choice of payment method and do not usually face an explicit price penalty when choosing riskier or costlier payment methods. Therefore, the net user costs of alternative payment instruments, including float benefits, are potentially important in determining actual payment practices. Float-influenced choice of payment instruments is inefficient for at least two reasons. First, float is an imperfectly priced loan (sometimes unpriced), and it therefore increases the riskiness of the payments system. For example, a merchant who accepts a check in payment is actually extending credit to the customer. The merchant' s loan is repaid not when the merchant deposits the customer' s check, but (typically) a few days later when the merchant' s bank makes the funds available for withdrawal. Bad checks (those written against insufficient funds in the customer' s account) represent less than nine-tenths of one percent of all checks written, but a typical merchant is ill-suited to judging the credit risks presented by any given customer.
3 Thus although accurate pricing of credit is essential to prevent concentrations of risk and potential disruptions to the payments system, checks in fact generate a substantial volume of mispriced credit in the form of float.
This article focuses on a second reason why float is harmful. Available empirical evidence on the relative cost efficiency of the various retail payment methods in use today reveals that the most float-intensive payment methods are also typically the most costly to produce and process in terms of economic resources used-namely capital, labor, and land. 4 The most important examples in the United States of float-intensive and cost-inefficient retail payment instruments are checks and credit cards, which are the most frequently used retail payment methods after cash. Thus a systematic preference for float-intensive payment instruments by originators of payments and an unwillingness or inability of other parties to discourage it reduce overall payments-system efficiency.
The correlation between user float benefits and real-resource costs is not surprising when one considers that both are a reflection of a relatively long and often complex sequence of processing stages, many of them labor intensive. Checks, in particular, may require several rounds of processing because several banks may be involved and virtually every check is physically returned to the bank whose customer wrote it, wherever that may be.
Clearly, float is not the only impetus for excessive use of costly retail payment instruments in the United States. In addition to the forementioned fact that actual costs are often not fully passed through to the party controlling the choice of instrument, thus encouraging overuse, checks and credit cards provide users with purchasing flexibility in the form of ready access to short-term credit, as well as a familiar and trusted system for keeping records of transactions. These practices and features reflect the outcome of a competitive market for financial services, so there is little basis for direct policy intervention to change retail payment practices, even though they do not seem to be the most efficient use of economic resources. Hence a monetary policy geared toward price stability and the reduction of float incentives to choose particular payment instruments is a potentially important way for the Federal Reserve to fulfill its mandate of enhancing the efficiency of the payments system. This article begins with a description of the current U.S. retail payments system, paying particular attention to the float intensity and cost efficiency of the various payment instruments (section 1). Section 2 explores the role of float in the retail payments system. A series of examples illustrates that price stability and low nominal interest rates could in some circumstances improve the cost efficiency of the U.S. retail payments system by reducing users' incentives to choose float-intensive payment instruments. The third section considers whether float incentives are large enough to be considered economically significant. Section 4 concludes.
Inflation and Interest Rates, 1960-95

THE U.S. RETAIL PAYMENTS SYSTEM
The most recent comprehensive empirical examination of the U.S. retail payments system was carried out by David B. Humphrey and Allen N. Berger (1990), using data for 1987. According to Humphrey and Berger, American consumers, businesses, and government entities made about 334 billion payments for goods, services, and financial transactions in 1987, representing a total transfer of funds of about $342 trillion. Since gross domestic product (GDP) in 1987 was $4.69 trillion, it follows that the annual volume of payments was about 73 times as large as GDP. If that same ratio prevailed in 1995, the total value of payments in the U.S. economy would have been $528 trillion, or about $2 million per U.S. resident. Although much of this turnover occurs in the wholesale payments system in association with financial markets, the basic economic fact remains that large amounts of payments are associated with producing output and earning income in an advanced economy.
The retail share of total payment activity-that is, all transactions except those strictly between banks-is about 99 percent when measured by number of transactions and about 18 percent when measured by the dollar volume of transfers. The precise breakdown of retail payments activity by instrument is very difficult to estimate. Humphrey and Berger concluded that, for 1987 , approximately 279 billion transactions, or 83.5 percent of retail payments, were made in cash (that is, currency or coin). Another 52 billion, or 15.7 percent, were check or credit card transactions. 5 The remaining eight-tenths of one percent of retail payments were completed with a variety of instruments, including debit cards, traveler's checks, money orders, automated clearinghouse (ACH) transfers, wire transfers, point-ofsale (POS) electronic transfers, financial electronic data interchange (EDI), electronic benefit transfers (EBTs), automated teller machines (ATMs), home banking by telephone or computer, Internet-based cybercash, and stored-value cards. Wholesale (interbank) payment transactions, which account for the bulk of the dollar volume in the U.S. payments system, are carried out using wire transfers, ACHs and, to a limited extent, the exchange of paper-based instruments such as checks and credit card receivables.
A recent survey of consumers found a much smaller role for cash in retail payments and correspondingly larger roles for noncash payment instruments (University of Michigan, 1995) . The survey, conducted on behalf of the Federal Reserve System, found that cash accounted for only 60 percent of consumer transactions, whereas checks accounted for 30 percent, credit cards for 8 percent, and debit cards for 2 percent in mid-1995. All other forms of payment accounted for less than 1 percent of transactions.
Although retail payment practices may indeed have changed substantially since 1987, the extent of the decline in cash' s importance, estimated in this survey, may be overstated. Most important, undersampling of certain groups in the population is likely to exert a downward bias on the estimated share of cash in total transactions. Participants in the underground economy are likely to be underrepresented in the sample, as are individuals who do not maintain banking relationships. Members of these groups rely to a great degree (or exclusively) on cash for making payments and are notoriously difficult to reach and to interview. The estimates in Humphrey and Berger may be more reliable because they do not rely solely on consumer survey data. Instead, they construct estimates of cash usage by combining consumer, retail, and financial-institution data. The Appendix contains details on Humphrey and Berger' s methodology.
Traditional Retail Payment Methods: Cash, Checks, and Credit Cards
Float benefits run into the tens of billions of dollars in the United States each year and have been equivalent to about 1 percent of GDP in recent years. 6 The real-resource cost to society of making payments is also quite large, accounting for between 2 percent and 3 percent of national product annually. 7 The Appendix to this article reproduces Humphrey and Berger' s (1990) Table 2 -A2 in slightly abridged form, providing details concerning the resource costs and float benefits associated with various payment instruments.
The three most commonly used retail payment instruments-cash, checks, and credit cards-generated essentially all of the float and consumed 93 percent of all the real resources devoted to making payments in the United States in 1987. These same instruments accounted for 99 percent of transactions and 18 percent of the funds transferred in that year.
8 Thus efforts to reduce the market share of these traditional instruments, to increase the efficiency of these instruments, or both-especially with regard to checks and credit cards-could produce significant economic benefits.
Cash is currently the predominant and most efficient instrument for making payments in the vast majority of face-to-face retail transactions. Cash provides simplicity, anonymity, and finality to both buyer and seller at very low cost. 9 The average social cost of using cash in retail payments amounted to approximately $0.04 per transaction as of 1987.
10 In addition to the risk of loss or theft, one major disadvantage of cash from the user' s point of view is that it entails a float cost (corresponding to interest earned by cash' s issuer, the government) because cash balances in one' s wallet or purse earn no interest. Milton Friedman (1969) stressed that positive float costs borne by users of cash drive a wedge between individual and social optimality because individuals and firms will hold smaller cash balances than otherwise and will expend real resources to compensate for their inefficiently reduced holdings of money.
Despite the attractive combination of attributes provided by cash for many retail transactions, consumers have, over the years, adopted alternative payment methods to varying degrees for specific purposes, such as payment by mail or over the telephone. The most familiar substitute for cash in retail payments in the United States is the paper check, which represents a consumer' s IOU backed by the funds in his or her bank deposit account. Checks are sometimes preferred to cash because they are more secure (requiring endorsement by the writer and the receiver), because they are more flexible (just as easily written for $1 or $999.99, given sufficient deposit funds), and because they provide a convenient written record of transactions (summarized in the monthly account statement prepared by the consumer' s bank, as well as in the form of the cancelled and returned checks themselves).
Checks also provide the writer a float benefit that varies with the prevailing interest rate, the check amount, and the time a given check spends in the mail, in the recipient' s cash box, and in the interbank collection and clearing process. Estimates for 1987 indicated that consumer checks were outstanding (that is, generating float) for an average of three days, whereas checks written by businesses or government entities remained outstanding for five days. Average float benefits for all types of checks combined were $0.83 per check.
11 Businesses captured the largest float benefits-$35 billion in 1987-because they tend to write larger checks that remain outstanding for more days. Consumer float benefits from checks were small-$2 billion-with government float benefits falling near the average for all 6 Humphrey and Berger (1990, pp. 80-5 8 See Humphrey and Berger (1990, pp. 77-9, 80-5) . Also see the Appendix.
9 Payment finality refers to completion of an economic exchange with no recourse by either party, except in case of fraud. Finality contrasts with provisionality, as when a check is presented in payment. When payment is provisional, the transaction may still be reversed within a certain period if, for example, the checkwriter has insufficient funds in the deposit account to cover the payment.
10 See Humphrey and Berger (1990, pp. 80-5) . Also see the Appendix.
11 See Humphrey and Berger (1990, pp. 53-4, 80-5, and 86) .
12 See Humphrey and Berger (1990, p. 54 Another substitute for cash (and checks) is the credit card. Bank-issued credit cards are sometimes co-branded, an arrangement that allows nonbank firms to participate in the marketing of the card and to deliver special benefits or promotions to cardholders. Credit cards, like checks, provide the accepting merchant with an IOU that can be redeemed for cash or deposits at the merchant' s bank. In practice, credit cards provide consumers with most of the advantages of checks, along with greater on-the-spot purchasing power. This advantage derives primarily from the assumption of nonpayment risk by the card-issuing bank. The acceptance of liability differs from the case of a check, in which the merchant bears the risk that the check cannot be redeemed for cash or deposits. Banks are willing to absolve merchants of this risk when credit cards are used because banks specialize in screening and monitoring retail customers' creditworthiness and because merchants effectively pay a fee for each credit card transaction they accept.
14
The risks to banks involved in credit card transactions are minimized by screening the creditworthiness of consumers both before they receive cards and at the time of a purchase. Credit checks before a card is issued allow issuing banks to exclude likely defaulters from using their card at all. On-line data bases maintained by the major credit card associations allow merchants to obtain an update on a consumer' s credit status at the time of purchase. Merchants receive an authorization number from the issuing bank at the time of purchase to verify the credit check and thereby transfer nonpayment risk to the bank.
Credit cards provide a significant amount of float if they are used exclusively as payment instruments. This is true of socalled convenience users of credit cards, those cardholders who pay off all charges within the grace period granted by the issuer. Use of the card as an instrument for taking out preapproved consumer loans, on the other hand (that is, running a balance), redirects the float benefit from the consumer to the issuing bank. Float benefits averaged about $0.44 per credit card transaction in 1987, considerably more than the estimated $0.07 of float benefit per check written by consumers or the $0.05 of float cost per cash transaction. 15 Credit card payments are, like checks, relatively costly to process because they require a complex supporting infrastructure and multiple rounds of processing by the parties seeking to collect the ultimate payment in bank funds. Humphrey and Berger estimate that the average credit card payment consumes about $0.88 in economic resources.
16
Non-traditional Retail Payment Methods: ACH, Debit Cards, and Stored-Value Cards
Although the majority of U.S. consumers and businesses express satisfaction with their traditional payment options (cash, checks, and credit cards), significant efforts are currently being made by many nonfinancial firms, banks, trade associations, and government agencies such as the Federal Reserve to expand the use of newer retail payment methods. In many instances, the technology underlying the newer payment methods has existed for some time, although it has not been in common use. In other cases, advances in information technology and communications have accelerated the development of these substitutes for cash, checks, and credit cards.
New methods of making consumer payments include ACHs, debit cards, ATM cards, stored-value cards, and cybercash, a payment instrument that exists on, and is used solely to make purchases over, computer networks. New methods for making business and government payments include ACH, financial EDI, purchasing cards, and EBT.
Among the most important of the newer retail-payment methods is the use of automated clearinghouses. ACH transfers are used to effect direct deposit of pay-13 See Humphrey and Berger (1990, pp. 80-5) . See the Appendix.
14 The credit card fee is collected by the merchant's bank by discounting the merchant's credit card receipts. For example, the merchant trades a credit card charge receipt of $100 for a $97 credit in its account at the bank. The merchant's bank then collects the receivable from the card-issuing bank through established interbank clearing channels, receiving perhaps $98 for the item. Finally, the issuing bank bills the cardholder periodically, for payment of the full $100 and the accumulated balance of other charges.
15 See Humphrey and Berger (1990, pp. 50, 54, and 80-5) . See the Appendix.
16 See Humphrey and Berger (1990, pp. 80-5) . See the Appendix.
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checks, Social Security checks, or other benefits into recipients' bank accounts; to carry out routine repetitive payments by consumers, such as mortgage payments, insurance premiums or utility bills; or to execute cash-management operations for far-flung businesses. Tiny amounts of float are created in ACH debit transfers (requests for payment), whereas ACH credit transfers (sending payments) create no float. Funds transfers made by ACH are currently very efficient because they exploit economies of scale in information processing. A large employer can pay its employees, for example, simply by encoding all of the pertinent payroll information (including the employee' s name, the amount of the payment, and the employee' s bank account number) and sending this information to the ACH through its bank (typically on magnetic tape or through EDI). The funds transfers from the employer' s account to those of all its employees are then carried out electronically among banks at a precisely specified time. Humphrey and Berger (1990) estimate that the average social cost of an ACH transfer was only $0.29 as of 1987. As more and more transactions occur through the ACH, the cost per transaction falls, an indication that unexploited economies of scale remain in ACH payments.
17
Another fast-growing form of retail payment is the debit card, sometimes also called a POS card. To consumers, a debit card functions much like a credit card at the point of purchase, with one important exception. Rather than providing the consumer with float, as with convenience use of a credit card, a debit card transaction transfers funds directly from the consumer' s bank account to the retailer' s bank account. Hence consumers receive no float benefits. 18 The lack of float associated with debit cards is almost certainly one of the reasons why consumers have not adopted debit cards even more rapidly than they have. Debit card payment systems are developing rapidly, so it is difficult to know how costefficient they are currently. Estimates from the late 1980s put debit card transaction costs at about $0.47 per transaction, considerably less than the transaction costs of credit cards and checks, but greater than those for cash and ACH.
19
A new form of retail payment that has captured the attention of many merchants, bankers, and computer experts is the stored-value card, also referred to as the electronic purse or electronic cash. Storedvalue cards promise greater convenience in certain retail-purchase situations, including those in which coins are normally used. For example, stored-value cards would be quite convenient for making purchases from vending machines, at newspaper kiosks, or in laundromats. Stored-value cards can be thought of as small-dollar traveler' s checks. The consumer purchases a card from a financial institution with monetary value encoded on the card and then uses it anywhere merchants are willing to accept its stored value in payment. The merchant, in turn, trades the stored value for monetary value in the merchant' s bank account. Finally, the bank must collect funds from the card-issuing institution. Stored-value cards will likely suffer in consumers' eyes because they incur a float cost: Consumers must pay out funds in advance of any retail purchases, so the funds do not earn interest.
Given the recent arrival of stored-value cards on the retail payment scene, it is impossible to gauge their cost effectiveness with any certainty. One relevant comparison might be the resource costs associated with traveler's checks, which were estimated by Humphrey and Berger (1990) to be about $1.18 per transaction. The purely electronic nature of stored-value cards should reduce the per-unit costs to a great extent relative to traveler' s checks, but the necessary investments by merchants, banks, and consumers to support the cards means that the economics of stored-value cards will not be favorable until a substantial volume of payment activity is ensured.
In sum, there has been moderate progress in converting U.S. retail payments from a paper-based system to a more predominantly electronic system. The Appendix summarizes the resource costs and user float benefits associated with the major retail payment instruments as of 17 See Bauer and Ferrier (1996, p. 1025) . 18 This statement applies strictly to debit card networks that operate on-line, with merchants maintaining real-time electronic connections with banks so that funds can be transferred as purchases are made. There are also some debit card networks that operate off-line, with merchants cumulating a record of transactions during the day, which are then transmitted at the end of the day in a batch to the merchant's bank for processing and collection, perhaps through ACH. In this case, the consumer enjoys some float, although the amount is generally less than with a check or credit-card purchase.
19 See Humphrey and Berger (1990) . Recall that the estimated average social cost per transaction using cash was $0. 20 Table 1 shows the relative importance of several leading noncash retail payment instruments in recent years. Figure 2 illustrates the relatively high growth rates of debit cards and ACH in particular.
Despite rapid growth of nontraditional retail payment instruments, it is still much too early to describe the changes in U.S. consumers', businesses', and government entities' payment habits to date as a true revolution. After all, it is likely that 60 percent to 80 percent of retail payments are still made in cash and that 15 percent to 30 percent are made with checks or credit cards.
21 All other payment instruments together probably account for 10 percent of all transactions or less. Hence the retail payments revolution has just begun.
THE ROLE OF FLOAT ON CONSUMER INCENTIVES IN RETAIL PAYMENTS
This article' s theme is that a movement away from today' s environment of moderate inflation to one characterized by effective price stability could make the retail payments system more efficient. The reason is that, with no sustained inflation and thus consistently low short-term nominal interest rates (averaging perhaps 2 percent to 3 percent), the benefits of float that create incentives for payment originators to choose float-intensive instruments would be much less than they are today. Modest inducements from retailers and payment providers to use the more efficient retail payment instruments, such as merchant surcharges on checks and credit cards or discounts for cash and debit cards, might then be effective in changing payment practices. Although payment-instrument choice would be most efficient if each instrument' s actual resource cost were passed through to the party choosing the instrument-typically the party making payment-even partial pass-through of costs would be more effective in an environment of price stability. Thus this article extends Friedman' s (1969) analysis of the welfare costs of in-20 See Bank for International Settlements (1993, p. 472; 1994, p. 110; 1995, p. 110) . 21 See note 20, Humphrey and Berger (1990, pp. 77-9) , and University of Michigan (1995). Table 1 * From: Bank for International Settlements (1993, p. 472; 1994, p. 110; and 1995, p. 110) flation to the full range of retail payment instruments in use today.
To illustrate the role of float and the potential importance of price stability in the retail payments system, I consider three examples. The examples are designed to capture the roles played by float and explicit transactions costs in a small-value personal payment transaction, in a largevalue personal transaction, and in a largevalue business transaction, respectively, in determining which payment instrument a rational decision maker would be likely to choose. First, I determine the incentives the decision maker would face as a result of float. Then I compare the privately optimal choice of payment instrument with the most efficient choice from the standpoint of total social costs. Finally, I examine the potential of different levels of nominal interest rates and float benefits to affect decision makers' behavior when they bear some or all of the social costs resulting from their decisions.
Example 1: Small-Value Personal Payment Transaction . A consumer purchases a restaurant meal for $25. She may pay with cash or check. Assume first that the only relevant cost to the customer is float; in other words, there are no per-check fees and the customer has at least $25 in her wallet (hence no need to pay any ATM withdrawal fees). The customer receives no float if she pays with cash, whereas she expects three days of float if paying by check. Which retail payment instrument would she choose if the shortterm interest rate were 5 percent? What if it were 2 percent?
Float benefits associated with each instrument are shown in Table 2 . The rational decision maker prefers to write a check whatever the interest rate, although the float benefit is trivial.
Adjusting Humphrey and Berger' s (1990) estimates for 1987 to account for general inflation through 1995, social costs associated with each of the retail payment instruments considered here are shown in Table 3 . 23 As the table indicates, the customer' s choice of a check, though modestly beneficial to herself, is quite costly from the standpoint of overall efficiency of the payments system. In this case, the consumer might switch her payment preference to cash in response to even a small incentive, such as a 1 percent cash discount offered by the restaurant (that is, 25 cents off the bill).
In this example, the potential interest earnings created by float would obviously play a very minor role in a typical decision maker' s choice of payment instrument. In fact, this is true of most consumer payments. A more important reason why a consumer might use a check instead of cash is the flexibility it affords. Suppose, for example, that the restaurant diner had no cash in her pocket and no money in her bank deposit account. Suppose further that the customer knew that her pay- Table 4 . In this case, it is likely that the consumer would be aware of the benefit of using a credit card to capture float and that he might do so.
Is the customer' s choice of payment instrument efficient from the standpoint of the economy' s use of resources? Again adjusting Humphrey and Berger' s (1990) estimates for 1987 to account for general inflation through 1995, Table 5 shows average social costs associated with the use of debit and credit cards. Comparing the user float benefits to average social costs, one can see that the consumer' s personal preferences are again the reverse of the socially efficient choice, which would be to use a debit card.
Would full pass-through of the average social cost of the payment instrument change this rational consumer' s choice of instrument? It turns out that the answer depends on how much float is available.
In an environment such as the one that exists today with a moderate level of inflation and short-term interest rates around 5 percent, the consumer' s choice would be unaffected. The situation would be quite different in an environment of price stability and a low interest rate of 2 percent, however. The calculations that a rational decision maker would make if he were forced to pay the full social cost of the payment instrument are shown in Table 6 .
One conclusion from the table is striking: Even if a rational consumer were forced to bear the full cost of his choice of payment instrument, he would still choose a credit card if the nominal interest rate were 5 percent, but he would choose a debit card if the interest rate were 2 percent. This example points out that, for at least some retail payment transactions, even the implementation of full passthrough of costs to the purchaser would not eliminate incentives for inefficient payment-instrument choice when float benefits remain substantial. Even with only partial pass-through of costs to payment users, lower interest rates can shift a consumer' s incentives in the direction of more efficient payment instruments. The next example illustrates a clear-cut case in which price stability would be likely to have a big effect.
Example 3: Large-Value Business Payment Transaction. Suppose a small-business owner is preparing the firm' s monthly payroll covering 10 employees with an average wage payment of $2,000 each (that is, a total payroll of 25 Total user benefit is the user's float benefit at the given interest rate minus the social cost of each payment, which is also the user's price. Table 6 $20,000). The owner may pay her employees using ACH or checks. First, the owner examines the float implications of the two payment methods. She receives no float if she pays by ACH, whereas she expects three days of float on average if she pays by check. Which method would this rational business owner choose if the short-term interest rate were 5 percent? What if it were 2 percent? Float opportunity costs per employee are shown in Table 7 . Now consider the bank fees associated with each instrument. Assume that the pricing schedule from the owner' s bank reflects average social costs exactly. Adjusting Humphrey and Berger' s (1990) estimates for 1987 to account for general inflation through 1995, the total bank fees assessed for using each method would be as shown in Table 8 . The smallbusiness owner's total costs are therefore shown in Table 9 . The net cost of paying her employees is $0.15 less per person by check than by ACH if the interest rate is 5 percent, though the small-business owner saves $0.35 per employee by using ACH under the low-interest rate scenario. This example illustrates that, even if full social costs are passed through to the decision maker, moderate levels of inflation and interest rates-such as we currently have in the United States-may be sufficient to distort incentives toward socially wasteful payment instruments.
To summarize the point made in these examples, the lower the short-term interest rate, the less valuable is a float-intensive payment instrument to the user. With little float benefit available from any payment instrument, originators of payments might shift their payment preferences away from float-intensive instruments, given even a modest inducement to do so. Because the per-item social costs are roughly the same no matter how large the dollar amount of the payment involved, this general benefit arising from price stability would be particularly important in changing payment patterns for items involving only a few dollars.
ARE FLOAT INCENTIVES ECONOMICALLY SIGNIFICANT?
How important is the choice of retail payment instrument? Consider the following thought experiment: If all 1987 household payments by check (totalling 25.8 billion) and by credit card (5.1 billion) had instead been carried out by debit card, and if all business and government check payments (21.2 billion) in that year had been executed via ACH, those who made the payments would have lost about $41 billion in float benefits. These "losses" would have been exactly balanced by $41 billion of reduced float costs incurred by payment recipients, however, so there would have been no net gain or loss for society from this source. At the same time, the total resource cost of making retail payments in the United States would have been about $21 billion lower.
27
This estimate must be interpreted as an upper bound, since some of the social costs allocated to each payment instrument were already sunk as of 1987, and therefore would have been incurred even if the payment instruments weren't used. The best interpretation of this $21 billion estimate is that it represents the efficiency gain that might have resulted if the retail payments system had developed differently than it actually did: namely, without checks and credit cards being used in retail payments at all.
Could it be that checks and credit cards appear to be "resource guzzlers" but 26 Float benefit is the amount of the payment, $2,000, multiplied by the number of days the payment takes to clear, multiplied by the daily interest rates-5 percent or 2 percent divided by 365.
27 Humphrey and Berger (1990, pp. 54, 77, 80 Table 8 in fact deliver correspondingly higher satisfaction to their users and recipients? In other words, could they be the "Cadillac of payment instruments," simply items on an economically efficient menu of options? If the genuine economic benefits provided by float-creating retail payment instruments exceed the social costs even when the zero-sum nature of float is netted out, then there is really no efficiency problem in the U.S. retail payments system. A recent study concludes that checks may be popular in the U.S. not because they provide significant float benefits to check-writers but, rather, because they provide a uniquely desirable bundle of payment services not available from other payment instruments (Wells, 1996) . This conclusion is based on new evidence from 1993 suggesting that checks are, in fact, even more costly than Humphrey and Berger (1990) had estimated, while float benefits from checks may have been virtually eliminated. 29 Wells reasons that tiny float benefits could not possibly explain why 60 billion checks are written each year in the United States. Hence, Humphrey and Berger' s emphasis on float as an incentive to use checks is "a mistaken view" (Wells, 1996, p. 3).
The implication of Wells' conclusion, if correct, is that float-intensive payment instruments such as checks may not be "over-used" in the U.S. at all. The higher resource costs associated with checks and other float-creating instruments such as credit cards should not be labelled wasteful, since genuine value is being delivered. In short, float does not reduce economic efficiency, because float is essentially irrelevant for check use.
It is probably unwise to become complacent about the efficiency of the U.S. retail payments system on the basis of this (or any other) individual study, however. First, the Wells (1996) and Humphrey and Berger (1990) studies are not directly comparable, so conclusions drawn from one study cannot be overturned by the other. For example, Wells uses different data sources to calculate some key components of social costs associated with checks and ACH (the only two payment methods examined in her study). The fact that Wells finds much higher social costs than do Humphrey and Berger may be attributable to underlying trends, or it may be due simply to differences in data-collection methods. Similarly, Wells finds much lower float benefits than do Humphrey and Berger, but the former study assumes a short-term interest rate of 3 percent (as it was during 1993), while the latter study assumes a rate of 5.775 percent, which is much closer to the average rate that has prevailed over the last ten years (and which exists today).
Even more importantly, Wells uses different definitions of social costs and float benefits than do Humphrey and Berger. For example, Wells includes payee costs (representing over 40 percent of her estimate of the social cost of checks), while Humphrey and Berger exclude them altogether. Wells excludes mail float and recipient float, while Humphrey and Berger include both (representing 37 percent and 24 percent of their estimate of float benefit, respectively). Finally, Wells assumes all checks require only one round of clearing through a financial institution, while Humphrey and Berger allow for two stages (the second stage representing 20 percent of their estimate of float benefit). It is important to note that each of these methodological differences has the effect Table 9 28 Total user benefit is the float benefit at the given interest rate minus bank fees.
29 Wells (1996, p. 5) Apart from these differences in data collection and methodology that prohibit direct comparisons between the Wells and Humphrey and Berger studies, there are more obvious reasons to doubt that float incentives are irrelevant for retail payment-instrument choice. As noted above, at least some consumers and businesses are aware that checks and credit cards create float, even if they do not calculate the (often trivial) benefit float confers. Surveys indicate that float incentives can and do influence payment-instrument choice for some payors at least some of the time (University of Michigan, 1995; Knudson, Walton, and Young, 1994) .
The Wells study assumes that total social costs are fully internalized (taken into account) by all the relevant parties in a retail payment decision. Consequently, actual instrument choices reflect genuine benefits received. 30 In practice, of course, negotiation over the form of payment is the exception, rather than the rule. Repeated negotiation among all involved parties in the retail payment clearing and settlement chain would be extremely costly. Thus, in general, the payor exercises some choice of instrument from among a menu of alternatives provided by the payee. Since costs are incurred by others in processing the chosen payment instrument, the decision maker does not fully internalize the social costs of the payment instrument. In sum, it is not appropriate to assume, as Wells does, that all social costs associated with a particular payment instrument are fully considered-and matched by real benefits-in the choice of instrument.
Finally, the fact that consumers and businesses like certain features of a given payment instrument does not imply that all facets of that instrument contribute to (or are neutral with respect to) social welfare. For example, surveys reveal that consumers and businesses clearly appreciate certain features of checks and credit cards, such as convenience in record-keeping and ease of use in making payments through the mail (checks) or over the phone (credit cards). However, there is no inherent reason why float must be associated with payment instruments that provide these or other features. Humphrey, Pulley, and Vesala (1996. p. 926 ) point out that most retail payments in European countries and Japan are made without creating float for the payor. This does not prevent consumers and businesses in those countries from keeping records or making payments through various communication channels.
CONCLUSION
Price stability and the efficiency of the payments system are two of the Federal Reserve' s most important policy goals. This article suggests that price stability could enhance the efficiency of the U.S. retail payments system because lower nominal interest rates would reduce float benefits, which affect payment users' incentives to choose particular payment instruments. Friedman (1969) pointed out the real-resource costs incurred by economic agents holding inefficiently small real money balances, by which he apparently meant cash. This article extends the argument to the full range of retail payment instruments. Instrument choice matters for economic efficiency because the most float-intensive payment instruments are typically also the most costly to produce and process, reflecting relatively long, labor-intensive clearing and settlement cycles.
Incomplete pass-through of retail payment costs to the decision makers who control instrument choice is a widespread practice that may well continue. Because this practice is the outcome of a competitive retail payments marketplace, there is little that policymakers can or should do to change it. A monetary policy geared toward price stability may therefore be an 30 In other words, efficient instrument choice by all consumers and businesses is assumed rather than being demonstrated. Wells (1996, p. 4) appeals to the Coase Theorem and relatively inexpensive bargaining among concerned parties.
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important practical way in which the Federal Reserve can make progress toward its goal of increasing the efficiency of the payments system.
THE FOLLOWING IS A DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE ITEMS IN THE TABLE ABOVE:
a Cash Production costs were estimated by multiplying the number of currency notes outstanding (11,776 million) times an average production cost of $26 per 1,000 notes produced at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (giving $306 million). The weighted average cost of coin issue is $0.0107 per coin at the U.S. Mint for approximately 154 billion coins outstanding (giving $1,648 million). This production cost for all currency and coin outstanding is transformed into a yearly cost as follows: Since the average $1 bill (37 percent of currency notes outstanding) is replaced every 1.5 years, with other denominations replaced at more infrequent intervals, all currency was assumed to be replaced every two years. Coin has a very long lifetime but requires replacement over time as individual coins are lost. For our purposes, coin was assumed to be replaced every 15 years. To these replacement costs are added the cost of producing new currency and coin because of yearly growth in demand, a function of inflation and population growth. The yearly growth of cash was 8 percent between 1985 and 1987. In sum, the yearly production cost of cash is $419 million {$306 million/2 + $1,648 million/15 + [($306 million + $1,648 million) × 0.08] = $419 million a year}.
In accepting cash for retail sales, the payee may incur costs for all of the following: POS and accounting, theft and loss of cash, safekeeping and security, and deposit charges and fees paid to financial institutions. (See Curtin, Richard T. Payment Method Costs: Assessments by Retailers. Survey Research Center, University of Michigan, 1983 ). These costs, expressed as a percentage of the average cash retail transaction amount, were 2 percent (and 2.5 percent for checks). Studies have suggested that the share of retail sales paid for with cash is around 30 percent. Applying this 30 percent share and the 2 percent cost percentage to all retail sales in 1987 of $1,505 billion yields a total payee cost of cash of $9,030 million (0.02 × 0.30 × $1,505 billion). This payee cost estimate covers payee bank cash costs as well. Payor costs of using cash cannot be reliably estimated but would include the costs of lost cash and theft along with the cost of obtaining cash from a bank. This figure excludes the government production cost of $364 million and the portion of processing costs borne by the Federal Reserve, $154 million, both of which are provided free. The remaining private-sector costs are assumed passed on to cash customers through higher prices.
b Cash
The opportunity cost of holding idle coin and currency was derived from evaluating the $230 billion in coin and currency in circulation in 1987, which is less than the $271 billion outstanding, at the average 90-day T-bill rate in 1987 (5.775 percent), giving $13,283 million. This figure excludes coin and currency held by the U.S. Treasury and Reserve Banks but includes idle cash balances at depository institutions. That vault cash at banks can be used to satisfy reserve requirements reflects the fact that effective reserve requirements were lowered in 1959, not the possibility that the seigniorage benefits to the government were reduced and that vault cash costs are now part of reserve requirements.
c Checks
Check production costs were estimated by taking the actual production costs per standard consumer-type check ($0.025 cents per item) and business-type check ($0.05 cents per item) for a large East Coast check-printing firm and multiplying these average production costs by the volume of the types of checks written. The numbers of consumer, business, and government checks to be written are estimated, respectively, at 25.8 billion, 18.8 billion, and 2.4 billion. [See Humphrey and Berger (1990) , Table 2 Humphrey and Berger (1990) Postal Service, 1980 ) indicated that 82.5 percent of all mail originated in the nonhousehold sector, whereas 17.5 percent originated from households. Of nonhousehold-originated mail, 35 percent was bill related and typically included checks sent to pay for bills received. In contrast, 75 percent of all household-originated mail was bill related. Overall, some 42 percent (0.75 × 0.175 + 0.35 × 0.825 = 0.42) of all mail (153.9 billion items) is estimated to be payment related-bills sent for collection and checks sent for payment. At $0.24 each, the 64,638 million in payment-related items generates $15,513 million in consumer, small business, and corporate payor stamp and envelope costs. Because almost all of these mailed items are likely to be first class mail and the number of first class items was 78.9 million in 1987, bill payment-related mail comprises 82 percent of all first class mail in this estimate.
Bank processing and transportation costs per check were estimated at $0.32, which includes (1) Analysis, 1986 .) The smaller banks were discarded to offset the bias toward smaller banks in the FCA sample, although the estimates would not be substantially different if these smaller banks were included. The estimate in (1) was determined by dividing the cost of handling a deposit ($0.3627) by the number of checks per average deposit (6.386). The estimate in (2) was determined by multiplying the cost of a transit check deposited ($0.0975) by the proportion of total handlings accounted for by transit items (0.507). (Note that this proportion is less than the proportion of transit checks overall, because all transit checks are also handled as on-us items by other banks.) The estimate in (3) 
Credit Cards
Credit card production costs-which include the costs of issuing the cards, maintaining accounts, and paying merchants-on average equaled the cost of float. (See Bank Administration Institute. Banking Issues and Innovations, 1985 . This was referenced in American Banker, April 9, 1985, p. 16.) Production costs are presumed equal to the cost of float today as well ($2,257 million). Retail or merchant processing costs were $0.44 per credit card transaction, giving a total processing cost of $2,249 million [from 5,111 million card transactions in Humphrey and Berger (1990) 
According to a Bank Administration Institute study (Banking Issues and Innovations, 1985) , bank credit card transactions are outstanding an average of 45 days. Thus total credit card float costs are estimated at $2,257 million. [This estimate is based on a figure of $317 billion in yearly charge volume in Humphrey and Berger (1990) 
POS (Debit cards)
Some POS networks use a direct debit to an account (like an ATM withdrawal or bill payment with a unit cost of $0.66). Other networks are configured to work more slowly through an ACH, which has a unit cost of $0.27. Lacking strong evidence on the real cost of POS, we assumed that it is likely to fall between that for an ATM direct debit and an ACH transfer. The simple average of these two unit costs was $0.47, which was used to approximate the cost of a POS transaction. 
POS (Debit cards).
There is no float associated with POS transactions (except for those functioned through an ACH, but the value of this float is small), so the user costs and the social costs ($0.47 × 55 million POS transactions = $26 million) are the same. k Traveler's Checks Production, processing, and operating costs for traveler' s checks are proprietary. Thus it was assumed that revenues associated with issuing traveler' s checks equaled the costs involved. Generally, an issuing fee of 1 percent of the face value of the traveler' s check is assessed, yielding a revenue flow of $470 million [from 0.01 multiplied by $47 billion, in Humphrey and Berger (1990) 
Traveler's Checks
Though there is float associated with traveler' s checks ($525 million in float divided by 1,345 million transactions = $0.39 in float cost per traveler' s check), we have assumed that all float revenues in fact cover operating costs, so float in the same sense as check float, or the opportunity cost of holding idle funds, in the same sense as applied to the issuance of cash by the government, does not exist. Put differently, traveler's check float is not the same thing as a redistribution of income between payor and payee but rather an alternative method of covering operating expenses for the issuer of the traveler' s check. Because this is a reasonably competitive industry, we have assumed that there is no monopoly power on the part of the issuer to obtain above-normal profits (such a situation does not apply to the issuance of currency by the government). In sum, the user and social unit costs of a traveler' s check are the same at $1. . This assumption is supported in a survey of money order users in California by Pierce, who found that the payment of utility and other monthly bills plus sending money to relatives or friends accounts for almost two-thirds of the responses as to why money orders were used. (See Pierce, James L. "The Users of Money Orders," University of CaliforniaBerkeley, 1977 . Appendix Table A -3, p. 8.) Total money order processing costs are thus estimated at $518 million. Money order production costs, including all costs of distributing them to users plus the costs of redemption, are taken from postal money order fiscal year data for 1984 (and thus will not match exactly with the volume and value figures for postal money orders processed by the Federal Reserve in calendar year 1987). The directly allocated production costs for postal money orders were $0.79 per item ($112 million in directly allocated cost divided by 142 million items in fiscal year 1987 from U.S. Report, 1987) . Revenues, however, were $1.15 per item ($148 million from fees plus $16 million from float, giving $164 million total, divided by 142 million items). Revenues from money orders ($164 million) in excess of directly allocated costs ($112 million) are allocated to Postal Service overhead for all services offered. These overhead costs are viewed as joint costs and are reallocated back to the individual services according to certain criteria, one of which is the value of the service to the user (Ramsey pricing). Thus it is impossible to determine whether postal money order revenues cover all costs or if excess profits (or losses) are being incurred and cross-subsidization exists. Penzer has noted that use of postal money orders peaked in 1952 and subsequently lost market share to bank-issued money orders and private firms. (See Penzer, Michael L. "The Nature and Size of Money Order and Traveler' s Check Markets in California and the Nation." Economic and Financial Information Division, California State Banking Department, 1978, p. 6.) This implies that postal money orders face a competitive market and, if anything, may be cross-subsidized rather than be used to cross-subsidize other postal services. As a result, we assume here that all postal money order revenues are used to cover all costs, even though it is likely that costs may exceed total revenues by some unknown amount. This implies that the fully allocated cost of a postal money order is at least $1.15 per item, and this figure is used to approximate the unknown production cost of all money orders. Thus total production costs of all money orders is estimated at $1.15 × (811 million items) = $933 million, for a total social cost of $1,451 million. Total user costs are the same because total money order float costs of $89 million (from $0.11 multiplied by 811 million items) are presumed fully used to cover real resource costs and represent an alternative charging method rather than a transfer payment. 
Postal Service, Costs and Revenue Analysis
Wire Transfers
Wire transfer volume in Humphrey and Berger (1990) Wire transfer also can create some float, which fluctuates between debit and credit float (none for CHIPS). Over 1987, wire transfer debit float valued at less than $2 million was created. Debit float is a user benefit; credit float is a user cost.
